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● Fundamentally two types:
– Gravitationally powered
– Thermonuclear powered

● Observational classification more 
complicated
– Type I: no H in spectrum

● Ia: strong Si lines
● Ib: strong He, weak Si
● Ic: weak He

– Type II: strong H in spectrum
● Observational pace is accelerating:

– 1 per century in our galaxy
– 1 – 10 per second in the observable Universe
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● Observers look for a sudden increase in 
the brightness of a galaxy.

● Follow-up observations tell whether it is 
a Type Ia supernova or core-collapse
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Absolute-Magnitude Distributions of Supernovae - Richardson, Dean et al. Astron.J. 147 (2014) 118 arXiv:1403.5755 
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https://github.com/zingale/astro_animations/tree/master/binary_exoplanets/equipotentials 

https://github.com/zingale/astro_animations/tree/master/binary_exoplanets/equipotentials
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● WD systems:
– classical / recurrant nova: thermonuclear explosion of H layer on surface of WD
– dwarf nova: instability in the accretion disk that dumps a lot of material onto WD surface 

at once
– Type Ia supernova: thermonuclear explosion of an entire WD (or pair)

● NS systems:
– X-ray burst: thermonuclear explosion of H layer on surface of NS
– short gamma-ray burst: merger of two NSs
– binary X-ray pulsar: accretion funneled onto magnetic poles of rapidly rotating NS

● BH systems:
– accretion onto BH gives rise to X-ray emission (ms timescale rules out NS)
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● Bright as host galaxy, L ~1043 erg s-1

● Radioactive 56Ni powers the lightcuve

● No H seen in spectra, but strong Si, Ca, and Fe lines
● Occur in old stellar populations
● Lightcurve is robust

– SNe Ia act as standard candles.

SN 1994D (High-Z SN Search team)

Phillips (1993), Perlm
utt

er et al. (1997)
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● Spectra of SNe Ia look similar regardless of 
redshift.
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● Plotting the distance verse redshift 

produces a Hubble diagram.  
● Distance supernovae allow us to 

determine the cosmological 
parameters.

● In 1998, this led to the discovery that 
the expansion rate of the Universe is 
accelerating.
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● Observations show that these explosions are robust
● Theoretical challenge is to explain why they can be this robust
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● We can get a feel for the energetics 
involve through a simple back of the 
envelope calculation
– Chandra mass WD has a radius of 

~2000 km
● Gravitational PE:

● Nuclear energy from burning all the C:
– Simplified reaction:

● Binding energy of 12C nucleus: 92.172 
MeV

● Binding energy of 56Ni nucleus: 484.008 
MeV

– Burning 14 C gives off 162 MeV
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● Caveats:
– WD is a mix of C/O, so energy / gram from burning is slightly lower
– Not all C/O burns, and not everything will burn to Ni
– Gas has internal energy, so nuclear energy release needed to unbind the star is lower 

than Ω
● This gives us a sense that the basic picture can work:

– Burn ~ a Chandra mass of C/O and you can unbind the WD
● SNe Ia are bright because 56Ni radioactively decays—this powers the lightcurve
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(see Maoz et al. 2014, ARAA)

● We see a lot of these events and are beginning to understand sub-classes
– Superluminous: some showing more than a Chandra-mass of Ni
– Subluminous events?
– SNe Iax: 

● low photosphere velocity, hot, peak L very low
● Maybe 20-50 of these per 100 normal SNe Ia (Foley et al. 2013)
● Perhaps these are failed deflagrations?

● We've never see the progenitor system before explosion though!
● Delay time distribution: time between star formation and SNe Ia explosion

– DD can give broad range of delay times (merger-time relates to post-common envelope 
separation)
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(Taubenberger 2017)

Note: as much as 30% of SN Ia don’t follow 
the Phillips relation
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(from Ruiter 2020)
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from astrobites.org (http://astrobites.org/2015/04/07/super-bright-supernovae-are-single-degenerate/) via Wikipedia/Discover

http://astrobites.org/2015/04/07/super-bright-supernovae-are-single-degenerate/
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Deflagration
Subsonic

fuel and ash are in pressure equilibrium

heat diffusing from the hot ash raises the temperature 
of the fuel to the point of ignition

 

Reaction 
zone Preheat zone

Tash

X(12C)

Tfuel

l
f

Detonation
supersonic

shock heats fuel to point of ignition

heat release in fuel sustains detonation

 

A detonation does not give the star time to expand

All the C+O will burn at high density to nickel.  No 
intermediate mass elements produced!

fuelReaction zoneash

shock
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● Start with the first law of thermodynamics

● Our entropy sources are thermal diffusion and reactions:

● Define the specific enthalpy: h = e + P/ρ

● Pressure is constant across a flame front (it's subsonic)
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● Our enthalpy evolution is

– here we used the fact that flames are subsonic to say that the pressure of a fluid element 
does not change with time (in an open domain)

● Expressing h = h(p, T), we have:

● Leaving us with a diffusion-reaction equation
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● Let's look at the timescales
– Diffusion (neglecting reactions):

● here the diffusion coefficient is:
● dimensional analysis gives the characteristic timescale:

– Burning (neglecting diffusion):

● assuming a power law, with some reference density and temperature:
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● A laminar flame is in equilibrium between diffusion and reactions:

● solving for the diffusion length gives an estimate for the laminar flame width

● and the flame speed is based on how long it takes to burn across this width:

● Note the main dependence:
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● Temperature evolution governed by (assuming constant pressure)

● Flame speed and width scale as:
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(Timmes & Woosley 1992)
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(Timmes & Woosley 1992)
Flames must accelerate significantly!
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(Maeda & Terada 2016)
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● Extremely likely that more than one 
progenitor model contributes to SN Ia

● Basic explosions:
– Delayed detonation
– Prompt detonation

● Can also have failed explosions (flame 
doesn’t transition into detonation?)
– Maybe the Iax population?

● Classes:
– Chandra mass (usually called single 

degenerate) exploding via delayed 
detonation

– Sub-Chandra WD exploding via double 
detonation

● Donor can be He or HeCO WD
– WD mergers (sometimes called double 

degenerate):
● Explosion can be delayed, look like 

Chandra case
● Alternately can ignite via He and look 

like double detonation

See great review by Ruiter 2020
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● Early favored picture: single Chandra-mass WD
● Cannot detonate from start to finish

– This was shown in 1970s by Arnett
– Detonation is supersonic → outer layers don't know a burning front is coming, so they 

cannot pre-expand
– Burning takes place at too high of a density, over produces Ni-group, doesn't make 

intermediate mass elements
● Pure deflagration is also unlikely

– Models show that this can leave behind unburned carbon near the center
● Deflagration-detonation transition?

– Mechanism is not understood
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● Chandra mass
– Explosion begins as we approach 

Chandra mass
– High density of core can allow e-

capture reactions → make neutron rich 
isotopes

– Has to begin as a subsonic burning 
front, then transition to detonation

● Pros:
– Some SNe Ia show circumstellar material 

(PTF11kx) that can only be explained in SD 
context

– Some nuclei require high densities (e- 
captures favored), e.g. SNR 3C 397

– UV pulse seen in early lightcurve (4 days; 
Cao et al. 2015) suggests interaction with 
companion

● Cons:
– We don't see surviving companion in 

remnants
– Observations and population synthesis 

don't produce enough Chandra-mass WDs
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● Merging WDs
– Sum of WD > Chandra mass
– Originally disfavored because of 

potential for accretion-induced collapse
– He might be critical in triggering 

detonation

● Pros:
– We can explain the entire SNe Ia rate just 

based on the observed number of WD-
WD systems we see 

– SN 2011fe was one of the most intensely 
studied supernova—no features in its 
spectra suggesting a companion

– SN 2007if and SNLS 03D3bb are super-
Chandra—more than 1.4 M⊙ of Ni 
produced

● Cons:
– Theoretical models show the potential 

for accretion-induced collapse to a 
neutron star
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● General consensus: thermonuclear explosion of a carbon/oxygen white dwarf
● What is the progenitor?

– Diversity of observations suggests multiple progenitor channels
– Single white dwarf or merging white dwarf?
– Chandra or sub-Chandra mass?

● Chandra mass channel:
– What are the initial conditions?
– Does the burning front remain subsonic?

● WD mergers:
– Can we avoid the accretion induced collapse?
– Can we get an explosion that looks like a SNe Ia?

● What is the physical basis for the width-luminosity relationship in the lightcurve?
– Some variation in the explosion is needed to account for the diversity in explosions.
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Rayleigh-Taylor Instability:
This is a buoyancy driven instability.  The hot ash behind the flame 
rises and the cool fuel ahead of the flame falls downward.
Large amounts of surface area generated.

ash 

fuel

ash < fuel

g

vflame

L-1 -1
log k

log E(k)

integral 
scale

inertial range viscous 
cutoff

-5/3

adapted from Peters (2000)

lG
-1

Turbulence:
Turbulence is characterized by random motions.  
Instabilities create vorticity on the large scales that 
cascades down to smaller and smaller scales.
Kolmogorov: KE disipation rate is constant across 
scales:
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fuel

ash

Flame begins as flamelet
Flame is a continuous surface
Turbulence serves solely to wrinkle the flame, increasing the 
area

fuel

ash mixed 

Transition to distributed burning regime ~107 g 
cm-3

Mixed region of fuel + ash develops
May be possible to quench the flame
Possible transition to detonation
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● Gibson scale—flame speed is comparable to the turbulence speed
– turbulence can directly affect the flame structure
– Kolmogorov turbulence:

● here, L is the integral scale and U is the turbulent intensity at the integral scale

– Flames get thicker as they encounter lower densities
– For C/O flames, we are at the Gibson scale at densities of ~ 107 g/cc
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As ρ decreases, RT dominates over burning.
At low ρ, flame width is set by mixing scale. 

Transition to Distributed Burning

 

(Bell et al. 2004, ApJ, 608, 883)
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(Chandra-mass single-degenerate scenario)

SN 1994D (High-Z SN Search team)

(David A. Hardy & PPARC)

(Roepke and Hillebrandt 2005)

1 

2 

3 

4 

    Accretion from 
binary companion. 
Grows to Mch

    “Smoldering” phase
—central T rises → 
flame born

    Flame propagation.  
Initially subsonic, but  
detonation transition?

    Explosion! Lightcurve 
powered by Ni decay.  
Width / luminosity relation.
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● Flame must accelerate to ~ 1/3 cs

● Must produce intermediate mass elements (Si, S, Ar, Ca).
● Produces ~ 0.6 M⊙ 56Ni.

● How does the flame accelerate?
– Flame instabilities (Landau-Darrieus, Rayleigh-Taylor)
– Interaction with turbulence?
– Increase surface area  increase flame speed.⇒
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● Pure deflagration models leave 
behind unburned C/O near the 
center

● Perhaps at some point, we 
transition to detonation!

● How this transition actually 
happens (and even whether it is 
possible at all) is still unknown

(Gamezo et al. 2005)
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● We cannot simultaneously resolve the star and the thin flame
● Flame and sub-grid models are used

◀ Jordan et al. 2007: 
Single off-centered 
ignition point leads to 
very asymmetric 
explosion.  Also 
discussed in Plewa et al. 
2004, Roepke and 
Woosley 2006.

▲ Roepke and Woosley tested this in 3-d and found that 
this mechanism was not robust.
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illebrandt 2005)

 ▼ Roepke and Hillebrandt: ignition seeds in many points distributed around 
the center.  

... what does nature do?

(Jordan et al. 2007)

◀ Jordan et al. 2007: Single off-
centered ignition point leads to 
very asymmetric explosion.  Also 
discussed in Plewa et al. 2004, 
Roepke and Woosley 2006.

● Explosion outcome very sensitive to 
spatial and temporal distribution of initial 
flames (ignition points)
– Single point on/off-center vs. multi-point 

explored by various groups
● Majority of explosion calculations begin 

with no initial velocity field

SNe Ia Ignition
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● Dipole feature seen in previous 
calculations better described as a jet
– Asymmetry in radial velocity field

● Direction changes rapidly

Radial velocity field (red = outflow; blue = inflow) in an 11523 non-
rotating WD simulation.
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● Temperature increase nonlinear
– Ignition occurs as T crosses 8 x 108 K
– “Failed” hotspots seen toward the end. 
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● Distribution of likely ignition locations
– Average hotspot radius over 1 s intervals
– Consider final 200 s of evolution

● Vast majority of hotspots are moving 
outward from the center

● Off-center ignition likely

 ► Histogram of likely ignition radii from 5763 non-rotating 
model.  Hotspot radii are averaged into 1 s intervals and 
colored by sign of temperature change
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● Disable burning in a hot spot once it 
ignites to allow further evolution

● Second hot spot is not present over a 
short timescale

● Single-point, off-center ignition most likely.
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● Today it is possible to take an explosion and do radiation transfer to compare with 
lightcurves and spectra

● e.g. Roepke et al. 2007
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● Basic idea:
– Burning begins in an accreted helium layer on the surface of a low(er) mass white dwarf
– Detonation

● How does the burning transfer to the C/O core?
– Edge lit: direct propagation of detonation across interface.  May require ignition at 

altitude
– Double detonation: compression wave converges at core, ignites second detonation at 

the center of the WD
● Main problem: how much surface He is too much?
● What does the ignition in the He layer look like?
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● Cellular/granular pattern forums
● Length scale seems converged with 

resolution
● Hot spots rise up and expand
● Potentially multiple hot spots 

simultaneously
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● Runaway driven by 3-alpha and 
12C(α,γ)16O
– Next set of calculations will use a bigger 

network
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● Suite of different initial models run

– Some required multiple levels of 
refinement

● Three types of outcomes
– Localize runaway on short timescale
– Nova-like convective burning
– Quasi-equilibrium (?)
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from astrobites.org (http://astrobites.org/2015/04/07/super-bright-supernovae-are-single-degenerate/) via Wikipedia/Discover

http://astrobites.org/2015/04/07/super-bright-supernovae-are-single-degenerate/
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● First question to ask: are there enough WD+WD systems that can merge in a 
reasonable time frame to account for SNe Ia?
– Answer appears to be “yes”:

● Badenes & Maoz (2012) looked at 4000 WDs in SDSS data and model the merger rate (based 
on radial velocity measurements)

● Find merger rate of 1.4 x 10-13 yr-1 M⊙
-1 (consistent with measured Ia rate), but most likely 

they are sub-Chandra mergers
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● Next question: if two WDs inspiral, are you guaranteed to get a Ia?
– Not necessarily
– Saio & Nomoto (1985): C ignites at edge of C/O WD and burns inward, converting it into 

O/Ne/Mg WD
● Accretion induced collapse

– Models show that the only way to avoid AIC is for the C/O from the disrupted secondary 
to accrete slowly, so heating doesn't ignite C

● No simulations to date have followed the inspiral, disruption, coalescence, and 
explosion
– Special cases exist: head-on collisions, equal mass WDs, ...
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● E.g.: Yoon et al.
● Merger remnant leads to slow accretion 

onto core, can avoid AIC (but hasn't been 
shown)
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● Maybe the merger can avoid an 
accretion phase and instead violently 
merge when the two stars make contact

● Works best for mass ratios near 1
● E.g. Pakmor et al. 2012
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● Mostly spherical remnant
● No compact object left behind
● No evidence for a companion star
● Some clumping and high-velocity metal features 

suggest slight asymmetries in the explosion
SN 1604 (Kepler's supernovae) in our galaxy.  

SN 1572 (Tycho's supernovae) in our galaxy.  
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